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› Desktop Search, Web Search, Enterprise Search

› Entreprise vision, workers vision

› Workspace

› Serendipity

› Why people still want desktop search

› What challenges lay ahead
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Desktop Search



Desktop Search
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Enterprise Search

Web Search
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› Not “mini” Web search

› Search for “known” items rather than browsing

› Relevancy ≠ links

› Rich Semantics (structural, content)

› More like online shopping sites

› Not “web pages in, web page out”

› structured data, varied formats: DB base, Lotus Notes

› Identified Users (Access Control Lists)

› Interfacing with other enterprise applications

› Business Intelligence versus Buzz

For more, see Mark Bennett, New Idea Engineering, Inc.-Vol 5 No 4 –Summer 2008 

Enterprise Search vs. Web Search
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› Imagine employee’s

laptop away from office

› Desktop search is “mini” 

Enterprise search

Desktop search in the Enterprise
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› I have

› Old files, archives of papers

› Copies of files from work to make presentations from

› Work-based presentations from colleagues

› Work in progress

› Reference papers for work in progress

› Papers I have downloaded for some reason or the other

› Personal stuff: photos, letters

› Etc., etc., etc.

› Hundreds of files I might want to use

› Personal organization of my data

Or is it? What is on an employee’s laptop?
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› Desktop: personal organization

› Enterprise: company organization

What Desktop Search really is about
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Jeffrey Beall

http://www.flickr.com/photos/denverjeffrey/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/denverjeffrey/


› Douglas Hostadter

• “It turns out that an eerie type of chaos can lurk just behind a 

facade of order - and yet, deep inside the chaos lurks an even 

eerier type of order”

› Tom Barrett

• “Chaos in the world brings uneasiness, but it also allows the 

opportunity for creativity and growth.”

› Kerry Thornley

• “What we imagine is order is merely the prevailing form of 

chaos.”

People need a certain of control over their chaos to be creative
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› Global organisation of knowledge, local organisation

Desktop Search is a locally organized slice of Enterprise search
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Arenamontanus

http://www.flickr.com/photos/arenamontanus/


Practical interlude

What does our Desktop Search allow you do?

Our Desktop Search
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Setup: User control over information to index
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Setup: User control over indexing behaviour
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Installs Toolbar
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Provides search interface, welcome screen
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› Once installed, indexing starts, and throughout the personal files 

system, things are found and labeled

› Searching can begin while indexing continues
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Search result page, finding order in your local chaos
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Advanced search language
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Advanced search language
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Common queries can be favorited
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thu
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User can set preferences for search interface
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Extracting Order from Chaos

« finding things in the mess »

Desktop Search
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Where are things?
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Serendipity
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Ordre from Chaos
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› Recent past and current situation

› Desktop search == commodity

› Lack of interest

› « little web browser »

› Cheap or free
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› Search functionalities

• Limitations in standard search functions

› Number of formats supported

• 120 (free, individual), 300 (enterprise version)

› Robustness

• Same source code as enterprise version

› Stability

› Federation with work environment

• Parallels with Enterprise Search

• Connection with Enterprise Data

• Global Policy Management

› Local Control of Local data

• Individual control

Reasons clients still download our desktop search
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Group Policy Management
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Group Policy Management
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Group Policy Management
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An integrated desktop search allows user some freedom and central 

authority some authority
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DO WE NEED DESKTOP SEARCH?

ISN’T EVERYTHING ONLINE NOW?
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Alternatives to Desktop: The Cloud
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http://picasaweb.google.com/drickaperilo

http://picasaweb.google.com/drickaperilo


Alternatives to Desktop: Store Desktop in Enterprise
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› Merging local data (desktop) with global (enterprise) data

• Ranking

• Term weighting

• Document version primacy

• Dictionaries, global semantics

• Which « world view » wins?

› Capturing slice of enterprise when « really » offline

› Saving Desktop in « Cloud »

› Mashup: inclusion of desktop data in search based applications

Current and Future Challenges
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Desktop search provides

• Indexing of local files (local to user)

• Structure to user’s file system

• Access to information without regard to filetype

• Shopping-like access to user’s local files

• User freedom to organize data outside of enterprise view

• Look and feel of enterprise search

Best desktop search integrates into enterprise data

Remaining challenges 

• Federating information from two world views

• Making local information available in mashups

Conclusions
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› Thank you
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